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Dear Clay, 	 6/9/98 

lour 6/1, mailed at Pocatello 6/3, got here yesterday with inadequate 
postage and torn oven without having been sealed with tape, as I'd have expected 
of you. I enclose the envelope. It has some writing I can't make out that may be 
;Jour explanation. The envelope was more than three punces, rather with enclosures, 
and it had a 320 and a 200 stamp unlz. All that kept it close was the partly-

cloded clasp, which was bent. 

I started to write you yesterday. I enclose that. I was exhausted after 
a little walking to toe pharmacy after the physical therapy. 

eeknight was over, briefly, now that his extra work at achool is past and he 
is busy catching up. lie told me that you had been in communication, computer. 

Maybe what I sent you supplied the answers you want on theLanadian sources. 
I do not want to get involved with the Twymans and Petzers of the nuttiness, 

but thanks for the offer. I was not "agitated" abceit him or Lancer. Sorry if I 
gave you that impression. Wrone can tell you more about that .bvica/Drak)/Rose/ 
Third Decade insanity because of all things, Evica ask for that paper on me 
as a golArnment agent of Dave! 

If you sent but "one diskette for the Hersh and Donahuei"enninger manu-
scripts" perhaps that exolains why I've not been able to find what thought you'd 
sent, the diskettes I generaWdistribute. I hope to be able to do a little more 
scorching and if I do not find them I may ask for a few to distribute. 

Neichter was salent with me for a month. Worried me so 1  toned him. It 
is just that he has been busy. But if you do not get the Waketh, nudge him and me. 
But give him a little time, 

I did a long am manuscript con 1.1ailer's mistitlod Oswald's Tale but the car-
rectiosn on the retyping were abandoned by the one doing that. It is presently a 
big stack on the table. Tha rough draft vcMg with backstopping takes up a full 
file box, I think 14 inches. 

That little scrap of paper that fell out of the envelope was a note from 
to me. I'd put the letter 4de for her to read and she put that note on it. 
Anythony Lewis has always been hung up on Earl Warren and that may be enough 

to explain how he can write such t crap and believe it. 

I trust nothing thatPirown says but it is interesting that he now has a 
killer on the scend where, I think, if he'd been there to kill he would not 
have been. 

If Wrone does not have a copy of The Legal 	let me know. I have 
some in the basement and can ask mnight to retrieve one. But I do not know what 
happened to lAy copy of his bibliograoby...Thi 	changed out there when the chancellor 
left. Thanks and best, 



Dear Clay. 	 6/d/98 

I base asked Wrone to send each of us a printout of what he retyped of the 

Posner prostitution. I think it may help you to be familiar with the earlier 

part and I'm sure that can help me and because I am not into another manuscript 

now I'll be able to read and correct. 

Perhaps before it reaches me I can find some way of Inking a little 

space and perhaf—s also find some of what I've misplaced. Jerry will have a 

little time every now and then can will move to the basement what I do not 

now need and he can make room for there. 

What I refer to as stolen in the Posner ms. is not misplaced. With some 

the empty file fblders remain and I've had no occasion to touch any of that 

for some years and it was not where I could or would have misplced it. 


